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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Is your membership current? Unless you became a member after August 15,
2021 or unless you renewed your membership in the last couple of weeks,
chances are that the answer is no, which means that this is the last newsletter
you'll be receiving from us. The good news is that renewing is easier than ever.
Our brand-new automated membership system is ready for you. Membership
is still only $20, lasts for a full 365 days, and includes a household member.
Our new system for new memberships and renewals is now handled on our
website. Visit https://newyorkmyc.org/join/ to renew now. If you're unsure
about the status of your membership email membership@newyorkmyc.org.
If you are a current member and wish to change your physical address, email
address or other information associated with your membership, you can login
to your account at www.newyorkmyc.org/login/, proceed to your account
page, and edit your information there. While logged in you can also check
your membership status and renew your membership if necessary, as well as
view member-only content, including information about upcoming walks,
lectures and events.

Address corrections:
Elan Trybuch
362 Van Brunt St #2C,
Brooklyn, NY 11231
secretary@newyorkmyc.org
Address and other information can be
updated at www.newyorkmyc.org/login/,
then proceed to your account page where
you can edit your information.
All statements and opinions written in this
newsletter belong solely to the individual author
and in no way represent or reflect the opinions
or policies of the New York Mycological Society.
To receive this publication electronically contact
Ethan Crenson at: editor@newyorkmyc.org
Archive copies of the newsletter are available in
the Resources section of our website.
Submissions for the next issue of the NYMS
newsletter must reach the editor by April 4, 2022.
Various formats are acceptable for manuscripts.
Address questions to Ethan Crenson, editor. See
above for addresses.

FROM THE EDITOR
In about 2009, long before iNaturalist existed, and probably before Facebook had
its first 100 million users, I made a post on a Yahoo group where members discussed
Northeastern mushrooms. It must have been early November, because I had
uploaded a photograph of late fall oyster mushrooms–currently known as Sarcomyxa
serotina, but referred to as Panellus serotinus at the time. A helpful member of the
now-defunct discussion group who possessed decades of pre-internet mushroom
wisdom identified them for me and then made a memorable off-hand comment: "It
makes me a little sad to see them, because it means that the mushroom season is just
about over." I received this wisdom as gospel at the time, but now I know better.
It's true that most mushroom hunters don't strap on their snowshoes and plod
through deep snow to look for mushrooms in February. But some do. We as a club
go out in the winter and continue the pursuit in the name of citizen science as well
as for the pot. Witness, for example, the
massive oyster mushroom found in Alley
Pond Park by Barry Masel on January
16th, 2022.
Witness also our cover mushroom from
Wolfe's Pond Park.
Several people spotted the waxy white
caps scattered among the oak leaves
early in our walk on December 19th of
last year. They were pale with a slight
orange tone. The caps were viscid while
the stems were dry. Initial identifications
centered around Hygrophorus sordidus,
which had been spotted at a walk in the
Bronx the week before. But Sigrid Jakob
took a sample home and sequenced it
in her kitchen lab. The Wolfe's Pond
mushrooms were a 97.42% match
Barry Masel's winter oyster mushroom from
with a reliable sequence of Hygrophorus
Alley Pond Park, January 16th, 2022, photo
roseobrunneus. But what does that mean?
Ethan Crenson
What should we call them?
Hygrophorus roseobrunneus was described from California in 1916 by mycologist
William Alphonso Murrill. According to the web site California mushrooms, it is a
close associate of live oaks and tanbark oaks in southern and central California as well
as Sitka spruce farther north. David Arora's Mushrooms Demystified suggests that it's
common in California, though occasionally seen farther east. Or perhaps something
97.42% similar is what we see in the east. Though it might seem like a high degree
of similarity, 97.42% is not quite close enough to indicate that our collection from
Wolfe's Pond is a match for Hygrophorus roseobrunneus. More observations, more
sequences and further research will definitely be required to resolve this mystery of
our Hygrophorus. There are many other mysteries awaiting our attention as well.
Wolfe's Pond is a bit out of the way for a lot of us–not easy to get to on a Sunday
morning. We usually only go there once a year and usually in the mid-summer.
December 19, 2021 was our first cold weather visit to that particular park. We
saw many species we had never encountered there before–not just the mystery
Hygrophorus. I'm very glad we went, because if we'd all stayed home after getting
our first glimpse of late fall oysters, we would never have known what we'd missed.
See you in the woods.

Remember!
Stay responsibly in touch with us.
If your telephone number, mailing
or email address changes, please
update them at www.newyorkmyc.
org/account/. Please consider going
paperless when it comes to receiving
these newsletters. Newsletters sent
via email (PDF file format) are in color,
have live web links, help us contain
costs, and use fewer natural resources!
NYMS walks policy: We meet when
public transportation arrives.
Check the walks schedule or email
notifications for transportation
notes. Walks last 5-6 hours and are
of moderate difficulty except where
noted. Bring your lunch, water,
knife, a whistle (in case you get
lost or injured), and a container for
mushrooms. Please let a walk leader
know if you are going to leave early.
Under the current conditions, member
walks have resumed. Please be fully
vaccinated, for your own safety and
for that of you fellow club members.
Walks are currently announced via
email. A tentative walk schedule will
be posted on our web site soon. Walk
leaders have discretion to cancel
walks in case of rain or very dry
conditions. Be sure to check your email
or contact the walk leader before a
walk to see if it has been canceled
for some reason. We are currently
not inviting nonmember attendance
on our walks. When nonmember
attendance resumes it will cost $5 for
an individual and $10 for a family.
We ask that members refrain from
visiting walk sites two weeks prior to
the walk.
Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic.
Neither the Society nor individual
members are responsible for the
identification or edibility of any
fungus.
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PROGRAMS, EVENTS & NOTES
NYMS Member Naomi Moriyama and her husband, William Doyle, recently
published a book The Sisterhood of the Enchanted Forest: Sustenance, Wisdom &
Awakening in Finland's Karelia. The book is a non-fiction account of their
experiences in Finland, where the couple moved after long careers in New York.
In Finland, Moriyama encountered a group of skillful women, the Martha, who
foraged the idyllic forests, learning some of their secrets and lore along the way.
Of course, mushrooms play a large role in the book. You can read an excerpt
here: https://tinyurl.com/49n4jakp.
SAVE THE DATE
The 2022 Northeastern Mycological Federation's Sam Ristich Foray is planned
for September 2022 in Joliette, Quebec. NEMF consists of twenty two
clubs ranging from Canada to Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The annual Sam
Ristich Foray takes place over three days and includes fungus collection and
identification, lectures and workshops. Topics often include fungus identification,
mycophagy, medicinal uses, textile dyeing, papermaking and photography.
BORROW A MICROSCOPE
Microscopy is a wonderful way of expanding your knowledge of fungi and
improving IDs. If this had been a year like any other we would have organized
hands-on microcscopy workshops for members. But given the current situation
we're not yet ready to do so. We do know that many members are
eager to explore microscopy to see if it's something they enjoy, and
perhaps purchase one. That's why we are making the following
available for members to borrow:
One compound microscope (enlargement up to x1000, great for
spores), with a kit that includes slides, covers slips, reagents and more.
A Zoom lesson and links to helpful documents are also included.
One dissecting scope (magnification up to 80x, great for observing very
small fungi)
Both microscopes can be borrowed for up to two weeks. A $30 deposit is
required for each.
BORROW A DNA LAB
We are also hoping that more members will learn how sequence fungal DNA.
Members who have gone through an in-person small group workshop can
borrow a DNA lab from the club. Reagents, tubes and pipette tips, a protocol
and online videos are included.
The lab can be borrowed up to three days. A $100 deposit is required. We'll
share details about DNA sequencing workshops with applicants.
To participate in either program please apply by email to:
sigridjakob@gmail.com. We want to give priority to those who are serious
about building their identification skills. Please state why you are interested
in participating, your level of knowledge about fungi, and how you hope to
use your new skills.
There is a short wait list for both. Microscopes and lab will have to be
picked up and returned by borrowers from locations in Brooklyn.
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2022 EMIL LANG LECTURE SERIES
Lectures take place on Zoom. A link to the lecture is sent several days in
advance via email. You can also find information and the Zoom link to
access the lecture at https://newyorkmyc.org/lectures/. You must be a
member in good standing and logged in to the web site to access this
content.
Tom Horton - A Mycocentric View of
the Wood Wide Web
Friday February 18, 7pm
Suzanne Simard’s recent talk
presented an overview of her research
on the “wood wide web” from a
forestry perspective. Tom Horton’s
research approaches the subject
from a mycological perspective. The
opportunity to hear both talks will give
us a rare and valuable top-to-bottom
view of the wood wide web. Not to be
missed!
Tom Horton received his BA at
Humboldt State University, and went
on to earn an MA in Ecology &
Systematics at San Francisco State U,
and received a Ph.D. at UC Berkeley
with Tom Bruns. He did post-doctoral
work at Oregon State U. under
Drs. Randy Molina and Jim Trappe,
studying mycorrhizal fungi and plant
dynamics. He is now a professor at
SUNY Syracuse.

Noah Siegel
Money in the Bankeraceae; Taking a
Bite Into Tooth Fungi
Friday February 25, 2022, 7:00pm
We will explore the group of tooth
fungi which include Hydnellum,
Sarcodon, Phellodon and Bankera, the
latest changes, and tips on identification
of this tricky group.
Noah Siegel’s field mycology skills
are extensive – he has spent over three
decades seeking, photographing,
identifying, and furthering his
knowledge about all aspects of
macrofungi around the world. He is
an award winning photographer and
co-author (with Christian Schwarz) of
Mushrooms of the Redwood Coast. He
is currently working on a mushroom
guide to the Pacific Northwest.

Susan Hopkins
Mushrooms, Unique Natural Dyers
Friday March 18, 2022, 7:00pm
This talk is an introduction to
mushroom dyeing, covering procedures
and species of wild mushrooms that
Susan has found to have the most
interesting pigments. She will also
discuss the International Fungi and
Fibre Symposiums, where mushroom
dyers and crafters get together about
every 2 years to share their experiments
and learn from each other.
Susan Hopkins has been a member of
the New Jersey Mycological Association
for 42 years. She regularly attends the
NEMF Forays, and when possible,
NAMA Forays. After attending the
1993 International Fungi-Fibre
Symposium in Scotland she became
a “dyer”, and has since attended 13
of the International Fungi and Fibre
Symposiums over the years. She lives
in the Adirondack mountains, learning
the local fungi flora. She frequently
lectures, leads walks, and teaches
workshops on fungi and mushroom
dyeing.
More lectures are currently being planned
so watch your inbox for more information
about additional speakers and dates
including but not limited to:
March 6
Machiel Noordeloos
Dune fungi

Noah Siegel

March 25
Rick Kerrigan
Agaricus
April 1
James Scott
Detecting the Whiskey fungus

Tom Horton

Date to be announced
William Padilla-Brown
Date to be announced
João Araújo

Susan Hopkins

Date to be announced
Henry Beker
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Urban Lichens:
A Field Guide for
Northeastern
North America

and an opportunity to explore fungi
that are often overlooked on our walks
and ID sessions.
Urban Lichens includes brief
introductions to lichen biology,
identification, urban ecology, NYC
history, air pollution, human and

By Jessica L. Allen and
James C. Lendemer; Illustrations
and Selected Photographs by
Jordan R. Hoffman
Yale University Press, 2021
ISBN: 9780300252996
Flexibound paperback
Reviewed by Nova Patch
Price: $26.00
Pages: 168
Illustrations: 121 color
Over half of the world’s population
lives in cities and many major cities are
home to large active mycological clubs,
yet almost no books are dedicated
to urban fungi. Urban areas provide
unique habitats and challenges for
fungi—especially lichenized fungi—
which make general regional books
cumbersome for urban usage. Regional
guides include many species that are
never found in cities and sometimes
exclude species that are unusually
abundant in cities. When it comes to
lichens, there are relatively few books
published for any locale, which can
make it especially difficult to learn
about and appreciate them. Urban
Lichens breaks down these barriers for
anyone in the vast metropolitan areas
of the Northeast.
Publications dedicated to urban
lichens exist in Japan, the United
Kingdom, and now northeastern North
America. Although this field guide
supports the northeast by name, and is
undoubtedly the most relevant lichen
publication for cities within our greater
region, the book is very much a New
Yorker, with all references being to
lichens of the five boroughs. It could
alternately be titled Gotham Lichens.
What this means for NYMS members
is that we finally have a true NYC
fungus field guide for our bookshelves,
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animal uses, NYC locations, lookalikes,
and sustainable practices. Most of the
book is dedicated to full page profiles
of sixty of our most common and
most notable species. These profiles
include photos, descriptions, habitats,
frequency, and notes. This section is
organized by growth form (27 crustose,
25 foliose, and 8 fruticose), then
by color, and finally by alphabetical
order, which is a convenient format to
navigate in the field, especially given
the focus on only sixty species. A full
checklist of over 100 known NYC
species is also provided along with
a 155-couplet dichotomous key, for
those who really want to catch them
all. Finally, a photographic glossary

is provided with 33 entries to expand
your lichen lexicon.
The authors clearly have accessibility
in mind, making an esoteric topic
approachable to anyone interested
in urban nature. Many of the
photos contain, as units of measure,
common objects that we
all carry: metrocards and
pocket change (which can,
however, detract from the
visual aesthetics). All uses of
microscopy and chemistry
are avoided; instead, the
focus is on substrate, color,
and morphology that
require only a hand lens.
It would be difficult to
limit identification to these
methods alone outside of
cities where more lichen
diversity is found, but
with just over a hundred
known species throughout
the five boroughs, there are
simply fewer candidates,
and less need for specialized
identification skills. By
comparison, North America
is home to about 3,600
species out of 20,000
worldwide. The urban focus
makes Urban Lichens easier
for even experienced lichen
identifiers since hundreds
of nonresident species are
eliminated. Soon after reading this
book, which includes many overlooked
crustose species, I identified four
lichens that I hadn’t previously,
including two not previously observed
in NYC on iNaturalist.
After reading Urban Lichens, you’ll
have a hard time not finding lichens
during every step you take through
the concrete jungle we call home—
from the sidewalks underfoot to the
skyscrapers overhead, and all the
diverse habitats in between.

Amanitas of
North America
by Britt A. Bunyard & Jay Justice
The FUNGI Press, 2020
ISBN: 9780578675725
Hardcover
Reviewed by Thomas Cantwell
Price $60.00
Pages 335
350 color photographs.
First, a bit about myself. I am
relatively new to the world of amateur
mycology and consider myself very
much a beginner, especially when it
comes to Amanitas. One of the first
encounters with mushrooms I ever had
that sparked an interest in mycology
was a bunch of beautiful Amanita
citrina growing in the New York
Botanical Gardens. There is no doubt
that Amanitas are one of the most

charismatic groups of mushrooms, and
it isn’t just their looks that make them
charismatic, it is also their long history
and their deadly mystique.
Amanitas of North America, by Britt
A. Bunyard & Jay Justice, is essentially
split into two parts, with the first
half of the book being an overview
of pretty much every topic related to
Amanita mushrooms, and the rest of
the book being a reference for each
Amanita species with pictures and
descriptions. The photos are beautiful
and detailed, which makes looking
through the book quite a pleasant
experience. Even so, I find much more
value in the first half of the book. The
text covers everything ranging from
strategies for field identification and
the morphology of Amanitas, to the
science, history, folklore, and edibility.
In covering so many aspects of the
interest in Amanitas, the authors seem
to be targeting a wide audience with
this book.

The book starts off
in a great place for
beginners like myself,
who have not yet
mastered the anatomy
of a mushroom.
Amanitas do have
quite an interesting
life cycle, and I was
able to immediately
identify Amanita
‘eggs’ while foraging,
thanks, in part, to the
detailed overview of
morphology in this
book. Unlike some
field guides I have
used that just label the
anatomy of a mature
fruiting body, this book
shows how the different
parts of the mushroom
change as it grows from
a button to a fully
mature mushroom.
This really helps to
understand why
Amanitas are structured
the way they are. This
understanding helps to
process why some field marks exist and
how important they are. This approach
is much better than simply trying to
remember all the different types of
veils, or gill attachments, or different
details of the base of the mushroom.
Now when I look at Amanita
mushrooms, I recognize the field marks
better because I have a better structural
understanding of why they exist in
the first place. The first few sections
of the book discuss strategies for field
identification, and that is much more
valuable than a simple reference guide
with descriptions and pictures.
I would not consider this book a
field guide, nor do I think that was
the authors’ intent. Obviously, this
book was not meant to be carried
with you on a hike, nor packed away
in a suitcase on a trip. The book is
hardcover, and the silhouette is more
like that of a coffee table book. That
said, it does incorporate elements of a
field guide and can be used effectively
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as an introduction to Amanita
mushrooms.
One minor issue I have with the
species guide section is the inconsistent
labeling of pictures. For most of the
first part of the book, pictures are
labeled clearly with either a caption
or white text overlaying the photos.
In the species guide, however, it seems
the author assumes the pictures don’t
need to be labeled because each page
covers a single mushroom, so the reader
can infer the species. However, some
pages cover two similar mushrooms
such as on page 103, A. breckonii
and A. psuedobreckonii. Finding out
which mushroom is pictured requires
reading the text, and we aren't told
until the third paragraph. On pages
where it is noted that the mushroom
may really be a complex of species
(eg. 113, 117, etc.), a species label
is understandably absent from the
photos, but information regarding
where the pictures were taken would be
appreciated. Overall, I felt the coverage
was otherwise quite thorough, and
I especially enjoyed that the authors
included a section on parasites of
Amanitas as well.
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When discussing Amanitas, it is
important to address their danger.
The authors have done an excellent
job of regularly reiterating the hazard
of eating mushrooms that you don’t
recognize. They very clearly and
repeatedly instruct not to eat any
mushrooms for which there is even a
sliver of doubt of its identity. The book
also has an extensive and excellent
section covering the toxicology of
Amanitas. Anyone who reads this
part of the book will soon find
themselves fascinated by Amanitas,
if they weren’t already. I give credit
to the authors for prioritizing the
safety of their readers. It should be
noted that the descriptions of some
lookalikes do not include a mention
of their deadly counterpart when
they should. Probably the deadliest
mushroom covered in this book is
Amanita phalloides, or Death Cap. A.
phalloides’ description mentions two
lookalikes, A. calyptroderma and A.
vernicoccora, however, moving to the
pages that cover those two species,
only the description of A. vernicoccora
mentions the similarity to the deadly
A. phalloides. A. calyptroderma lacks

any description of deadly lookalikes,
despite being mentioned as “one
of the most highly prized edible
mushrooms on the West Coast.” To
be fair, A. vernicoccora does mention
both a similarity to A. phalloides and A.
calyptroderma, and the two non-toxic
look alikes are only a couple pages
apart. Although I would not consider
this book a field guide, it is also not a
book you simply read cover to cover
in one sitting. Therefore, I don’t think
that the authors should assume readers
looking at A. calyptroderma will see the
descriptions of A. vernicoccora and A.
phalloides as well. I would normally not
nitpick over such things, but I believe
the emphasis on similarity to toxic
species bears repeating when mistaken
identity has deadly consequences. In
general, I am quite impressed at the
level of detail in the book when it
comes to differentiating species and
the emphasis on the toxicity of certain
species. The Destroying Angel species
complex is covered well and I was
glad to have read this book for I did
not know that there were species of
Destroying Angel that when exposed
to KOH, the flesh does not turn bright
yellow like most do. This example hits
home to the reader that using only
one field mark is not enough to trust a
positive identification.
Ultimately, I think this book is
well worth having for any mycophile.
Beginners will benefit immensely from
just reading the first couple dozen
pages, and going beyond that, as the
book goes into the science and history
of Amanitas, I think just about anyone
would get value from this book.

From the previous page, top left: Amanita
flavorubens, photo Tom Bigelow; top right:
Amanita muscaria, photo Tom Bigelow;
Previous page bottom: Amanita
atkinsoniana, photo Sigrid Jakob.
This page top: Amanita parcivolata, photo
Tom Bigelow; bottom: Amanita williamsiae
Tulloss nom. prov., photo: Ethan Crenson .
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Cultivating Wild Edible Mushrooms:
A Few Easy Techniques
by Bill Bakaitis
During a recent Zoom Talk, Edibles
and Toxic Look-alikes, for the Cornwall
Conservation Commission and Trust,
there was some interest expressed in
growing wild edible mushrooms. A few
questions were asked and a few general
comments were offered, but due to
time constraints, the comments were
undoubtedly inadequate. I offer here an
enlarged response, as well as a few time
tested, fairly easy techniques.
SOME FUNGAL BASICS
Fungi do not have photosynthetic
capabilities, therefore they cannot
gain energy directly from the sun as
can green plants. Instead they must
rely upon plants to provide them with
their sustenance. This is done via two
pathways described as saprophytic and
mycorrhizal.
In the first instance, saprophytic fungi
break down cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin – carbon based compounds found
in grass, leaves, or wood at the bottom
of the food chain – or animal based
protein at higher trophic levels. They
do this by excreting enzymes through
their mycelial walls into the substrate in
which they live. The enzymes facilitate
decomposition, following which, the
fungi then absorb the constituent simple
sugars back across the hyphal membrane
and into their body.
It may be surprising to know that in
this manner, saprophytic fungi are able
to digest even toxic, man-made organic
pesticides without incorporating the
toxicity into their bodies and up the
food chain. There is an important caveat
however: this mechanism does not work
with toxic elements, such as lead and
arsenic, for which fungi seem to have
an affinity. Morels from apple orchards
once treated with lead arsenate offer a
very compelling example.
Mycorrhizal fungi offer a second way
10

that fungi obtain from
plants the nutrients they
need for their sustenance
and survival. This complex
relationship is symbiotic
– of mutual benefit to
both fungi and vascular
plants. There are several
types of mycorrhizae, but
for the wild mushrooms
we collect for the pot,
the
ectomycorrhizal
relationship is the one A log full of Oysters, cut into sections and brought to your yard.
worth noting. It is here
where we see fungi with large fruiting difficult to impossible to grow, even
bodies, mushrooms in other words, for experts having access to the best
interacting with certain vascular trees laboratories and techniques, while
and shrubs usually growing in forest saprophytic species are so easy as to be
environments. When we look for these child’s play. Let me recommend a few
‘mycorrhizal fungi’ such as the boletes, you might wish to explore.
Lactarii, Russulas, and chanterelles it is
Perhaps the easiest is to capture an
usual to look first for the associated trees edible in situ and bring it home with
such as oaks, pines, and poplars. Deadly you. This method is straightforward,
toxic mushrooms, such as Amanita also requiring only a bit of luck and muscle.
form mycorrhizal relationships and can First, as to luck, find that edible which
often be found cheek by jowl alongside is desired. Oysters (Pleurotus ostreatus
the edibles.
etc.) and sulphur shelfs (Laetiporus
The basic transport interface structure sulphureus) are probably the easiest to
of ectomycorrhizae is a dense web, known capture in this way but other lignicolous
as the Hartig net, which wraps around species (Hericium etc.) will also work.
the outside of the smaller root hairs of The method is dead simple. Find
the trees and shrubs. The term ‘ecto’ the mushroom growing on the tree,
indicates that the net and exchange preferably near to your car. As to muscle,
of nutrients – phosphorous and water with a chain saw, cut off a section or
for the trees, sugars and proteins for two of the tree or log with the living
the mushroom – takes place outside of mycelium inside, carry it home and set
the plant. Another common type of it up, preferably outdoors, where water
mycorrhizal exchange takes place within from a hose can drip on it. That’s all
the root itself. This endomycorrhizal there is to it. I have had luck with both
relationship does not give rise to large oysters and sulphur shelfs using this
fruiting bodies (mushrooms) but instead method.
is instrumental in forming large resistant
An important caveat. Oysters are at
spores.
times likely to ‘escape’. During the early
years of the Mid-Hudson Mycological
CULTIVATING MUSHROOMS
Association (1980s and l990s) a few
mushroom growers would sometimes
When it comes to cultivating come to the Gifford House of the Cary
mushrooms, mycorrhizal species are Arboretum where we were then meeting

to offer their cultivated mushrooms for
sale. One grower, seeking an advantage
over his competitors, moved his
cultivation operation into his attached
greenhouse where warmth from the
house allowed for additional fruitings.
We later learned that the oysters had
escaped into the house causing a
good deal of damage to the structure.
When this caution was circulated to
other mycological associations in the
northeast, a number of additional, cases
of oysters eating away the homes in
which they lived came in.
A similar caution should be extended
to include Armillaria species which are
particularly adapted to wandering far
and wide in their search for additional
food sources. Read about Armillaria,
the “Humongous Fungus” here:
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/
archive/2017/10/humongous-fungusgenome/544265/
Another of these “easy to cultivate”
techniques involves removing some of
the mycelium from an existing patch of
an edible saprophytic mushroom and
recreating favorable growing conditions
in a place of your own choosing. Since
I mentioned using blewits in this way
during the Zoom presentation of Edibles
and Toxic Look-alikes mentioned earlier,
I decided to illustrate this technique here
with blewits found this growing season.
After the Cornwall talk, I returned
to Maine to do some yard work, some
fishing, and to close up my seasonal
house there. On October 23rd,
returning home, I stopped off in Maine
at a place where blewits can usually be
found at this time of year. And there
they were, in spite of the dryness of the
year, sprouting from the accumulated
leaf litter of the oaks, maples, poplars
and pine of the area.
While collecting sound specimens
for the table, those which were older
and wormy were set aside along with a
few handfuls of the leaf mold substrate.
These were put into a plastic bag to
preserve moisture. [Mushrooms kept for
the table should be placed in wax-paper
bags or wrap in order to deter the effects
of moist decay and deterioration.].
During the cold snap and early

Right: Wormy
Lepista nuda
specimens
and mycelium
in ‘dirty’ leaf
mold. collected
and stored for
two weeks.
The mycelium
was healthy
and viable.
The stem butts
were active
and the caps
of the wormy
Blewits were
still shedding
spores.

snowfall of late October, this bag full of
mycelium was stored in a tool shed in
order to keep it cool yet not frozen.
Once the temperature moderated
in early November, a place around
the perimeter of my yard in NY was
selected where the blewits would likely
take. It was under an ornamental five
needle ‘interrupted’ pine surrounded
by rhododendron. With a ‘hundred
year old magnolia providing additional
shade, this is a place protected from the
parching summer sun.
Inoculation of the new patch was
simple and direct: the existing litter
was scraped aside and the previously
collected mycelium, stem butts and
mature fruiting bodies were spread there
insuring most have ground contact.
The inoculation was then covered with
newly fallen leaves. If the intended leaf
pile is very large, the heat buildup from
anaerobic decay may kill the inoculant.
Ground contact mitigates this possibility.

The blewit bed was completed in
early November 2020. No further
maintenance required. Harvest is
expected in October 2021. As this
article is being written, blewits are
coming up from a previously established
patches under a large hemlock hedge
surrounding the yard to my house.
A few years ago a friend used this
technique using mycelium taken from
one of my patches to inoculate his
already established truck-sized ‘compost’
leaf pile. The inoculant was placed with
ground contact around the edges of his
uncased pile of leaves and lawn clippings.
This bed produced for the following two
years, following which the remaining
compost was used in his garden.
There is no reason this technique
could not be used with many other
saprophytic mushrooms. In addition to
Blewits, I have successfully introduced
Agaricus
arvensis
and
Coprinus
comatus into compost bins of straw11

based horse manure stable dressing.
Lepiota [Chlorophyllum] rhacodes was
introduced into the needle duff of
Norway spruce, and has since migrated
under my hemlock hedge. Stropharia
rugusoannulata has long been a staple
in my gardens. You may follow a link
for complete instructions on growing
Stropharia on wood chip mulch here:
https://leslieland.com/2009/05/howto-grow-delicious-mushrooms-in-yourgarden/
Years ago, the leader of a local
mycological association invited me over
to see the morels coming up under her
white pines in June. Whoa! How could
that be, I wondered. She told me that she
had been throwing old spoiled morels
she had collected there for years simply
because it was close to the kitchen.
Using a related technique, I placed
trimmings from morels prepared for the
table into a mason jar, added lukewarm
water and shook it all up making a kind
of ‘soup’. The soup was then sloshed
around a few apple trees in my yard.
No morels had been seen there before
this baptism, but two years hence
morels subsequently sprouted. And not
only there. They also appeared under
my nearby bee hives, grape arbors,
bloodroots, and even under the cap of
my pick-up truck! And this past spring
I found them under one of the 150 yr.
old Aristolochia vines strung around the
property.

Well, discount the truck cap, but
broadcasting morel spore soup may
have triggered the others. I have seen
friends coax morels from all sorts of
odd habitats after casting their water
and cuttings around their yards. How
can this be? Perhaps because morels are
thought to use both mycorrhizal and
saprophytic strategies at different stages
in their growth cycles. It is thought
that black morels are more likely to be
saprobes, although the ones in my yard
are all blondes. Is it chance? Magic?
Spore soup? Dunno, but there they are.
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
TECHNIQUES AND SOURCES
Going beyond these simple techniques
mentioned above will probably involve
purchasing mushroom growing ‘kits’,
equipment, and spawn. Should you
decide to move in this direction a good
place to start would be here: https://
namyco.org/growing_mushrooms_at_
home.php
An internet search will easily produce
dozens of purveyors who will sell you
kits, equipment and spawn.
A word of caution might be inserted
here as well.
In graduate school mycology courses,
lab work is usually required. One of the
challenges is to learn sterile technique,
under a hood, with various ancillary
techniques such as autoclaving, flaming

off, use of UV light, perfecting growth
mediums, creation of slants to preserve
inoculants, etc. It is usual and normal
for grad students trying to grow oysters
on autoclaved rolls of toilet paper, using
all of the techniques available to them
and with their grade hanging in the
balance to have their small patch of
oysters contaminated, often with Mucor
and similar molds.
I have had only limited success with
commercial products. The shitake were
stubborn, late and sparse. Agaricus
bisporus spore packages produced only
a sprinkle even when the pH adjusted,
four layered inoculation and casing
techniques were followed to the letter.
And although the oyster kit (just water
and wait) did send off a beautiful flush,
the cost per serving was probably four or
five times what could have bought at the
local supermarket.
But then again, I am probably more
messy and less thoughtful than a lab
scientist. My hands are too often in the
dirt, my mind messin’ with an abstract
universe, my heart somewhere out there
fishin’ for the future. If you are going
with the commercially available route,
start first with a ‘just add water’ kit and
take it from there one simple step at a
time. If nothing else, it is one way to keep
your fingernails clean, to stay home and
to stay safe during these Covid times.

Above and above right: Morels fruiting under the Bee Hive, and the cap of the author's pick-up!!! all photos courtesy the author.
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NYMS Community Outreach Report:
2021 Community Walks
by Sneha Ganguly

A

s aspiring mycologists, we tout fungal biodiversity, but where do
those principals go when it comes to diversity within mycological
spaces and societies? In 2022, at times, I am still the only person of
color in the room. If we are not mindful, these patterns can have
harmful consequences on our collective culture. It will determine who
defines, represents, authors, teaches, has access to, benefits from, and
profits off of our myco-culture.
As the New York Mycological Society, we have an opportunity to work
towards an equitable future, but actionable and meaningful change
requires more than diversity and inclusion statements. Centering
diversity can look like accessibly pricing national conferences and
forays, which can total to upwards of $2,500 for a single event. Or
it can mean inviting BIPOC speakers and organizations, and valuing
indigenous and cultural perspectives and knowledge, alongside
scientific research. I envision the club’s hyphal network reaching out
across the city to fortify and empower diverse communities with
fungal knowledge. With care and reciprocity, I believe we can create a
Society that nurtures all demographics, cultures, and communities of
New York City, while promoting deeper fungal kinship and a greener
future.
That is why I was thrilled to answer Sigrid’s call to action for
community outreach in the Spring/Summer 2021 newsletter. And
towards the end of last season, with the support of a small coalition of
club officers and members, we launched the Community Outreach
Initiative – an effort to partner with cultural and communitybased organizations with an interest in fungi, to connect with
local communities near parks we frequent, and to ensure that our
organization reflects the diversity of NYC.
We started by compiling a list of NYC organizations, schools,
community labs, gardens, and cultural associations, interested in
nature, environmental activism, outdoor recreation, recycling, and
agriculture, to invite on a mushroom foray. Our efforts resulted in an
experimental pilot program of four community walks; a cross-borough
walk in Prospect Park, a Bronx walk with the Van Cortlandt Park
Alliance, a walk in Alley Pond with Latino Outdoors NYC, and a walk
at Inwood Hill Park with Young Women Who Crush. Community
walks were free, open to the public and all ages, shorter than our typical
walks, lasting 1.5 hours, and geared for participants with little to no
experience with fungi.
The rest of this article summarizes the highlights and valuable lessons
we learned along the way, as well as how to join the Community
Outreach Initiative this upcoming season.

Top to bottom: Sigrid Jacob on a walk with Young Women Who Crush in
Inwood Hill Park; Paul Sadowski with the Van Cortlandt Park Alliance in the
Bronx; Myxomycetes in wood chips from the Citywide walk in Prospect Park;
the polypore Daedaleopsis confragosa discovered in Alley Pond Park during a
walk with the community group Latino Outdoors NYC. All photos courtesy the
author unless otherwise noted.
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Right to left:
Leucoagaricus
americanus
in Prospect
Park from the
Citywide Walk.
Hypholoma
lateritium on
the Inwood Hill
Park walk with
Young Women
Who Crush.

CITYWIDE WALK IN PROSPECT PARK
AUGUST 29, 2021
NYMS’s first community mushroom
walk had nearly 40 people in attendance!
23 email invitations were sent out to
community-based organizations three
weeks prior to the walk. Of the 23, seven
organizations responded and RSVP’d,
including LES Ecology Center, Sure We
Can, Central Park Conservancy, Earth
Matter, Cornell Small Farms, 6th Street
Community Center, and the Wyckoff
Farmhouse Museum.
We had a few members in the crowd
to help manage the group, including
Sigrid, Ethan, Aubrey Carter, and
myself (Sneha). It was a bit of challenge
to move through the foray with such a
large, beginner group.
There were lots of highlights from the
day. Organizations with composting
programs had the largest turnout and
were most interested in learning about
compost and soil fungi. Befittingly,
we marveled at piles of composting
woodchips in the park, covered with
Coprinoid mushrooms and slime
mold. We admired a gigantic flush of
Leucoagaricus americanus mushrooms.
Our youngest walk participant, nineyear-old mushroom enthusiast Stacey,
went deep on ascomycetes and crusts.
Though we did not keep an official log,
there were a good variety of mushrooms
out and we covered at least 30 species.
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BRONX WALK WITH VAN
CORTLANDT PARK ALLIANCE
OCTOBER 10, 2021

ALLEY POND WITH LATINO
OUTDOORS NYC
OCTOBER 17, 2021

Next, we organized a walk in Van
Cortlandt Park, in partnership with the
Van Cortlandt Park Alliance, bringing
together park locals and Bronx-based
organizations. This mushroom walk
was picture-perfect, with the ideal ratio
of participants to members (25 to 5),
and Tom and Paul to guide us. There
were a great variety of fall mushrooms
on the trail, including Grifola frondosa,
Fistulina hepatica, and Aleuria aurantia.
The walk also presented some special
and rare opportunities, including
the second ever sighting of Pluteus
aurantiorugosus by the group in a New
York City park, as well as, meeting Van
Cortlandt Park’s chief ecologist and
fellow mycophile, Alex Byrne. Alex
graciously offered to help the club apply
for a Research Permit for Van Cortlandt
Park. If possible, this would be a great
step forward for NYMS to forge a
positive and collaborative relationship
with the NYC Parks Department.

We were so excited to partner with Latino
Outdoors NYC, a nonprofit promoting
outdoor engagement and connection,
to contribute to the collective outdoor
Latinx identity. We worked closely
with Alma Padilla, Outings Leader and
chapter founder, to plan a mushroom
walk in Alley Pond Park. Alma honored
us by creating an epic, multilingual event
flyer in Spanish and English.
The event had 19 online registrations,
but we welcomed 7 attendees at Alley
Pond Park. The group comprised of
three families, and covered a wide
range of ages, from three to sixty. One
of the participants joined due to their
interest in yeast and beer fermentation!
We had NYMS park regular, Misha
Zitser, join the walk, as well as, club
member Blacki Migliozzi, who helped
provide translations and explanations
in Spanish. Even though it was a brisk
morning, we found many exciting
fungi and myxo specimens, such as the
tiniest red wax-caps, Suillus americanus,
Amanita crenulata, Ganoderma curtisii,
and chocolate tube slime mold. This
partnership brought to the forefront
the need to learn mycological terms and
mushroom names in Spanish, as well as
other languages.

Next page top to bottom: A participant in
the Citywide walk in Prospect Park holds
an inky cap. Ganoderma curtisii discovered
during the walk in Alley Pond Park with
Latino Outdoors NYC.

INWOOD HILL PARK WITH YOUNG
WOMEN WHO CRUSH
OCTOBER 24, 2021
We were connected with Young Women
Who Crush, a rock climbing and
leadership development organization
supporting young women and gender
expansive youth of NYC through club
member, Elan Trybuch. We met a
small group of 6 YWWC mentors and
students at Inwood Hill Park, which
we chose for its bouldering terrain. It
was wonderful to engage with highschool aged students, as they were full
of inquisitive questions and college
application dread. This is definitely a
demographic we would love to see join
us for NYMS forays.
Inwood Hill hadn’t seen much rain
the week that we arrived, but we found
sizable flushes of Ischnoderma resinosum,
Hypholoma fasciculare, and Hypholoma
lateritium. Even more fruitful was
realizing the potential between rock
climbing, mushroom foraging, and
the two groups. YWWC offered to
take NYMS members rock climbing
in exchange for the mushroom walk!
Another incredible opportunity made
possible by our community building
efforts.
COMMUNITY WALK LEARNINGS,
IMPROVEMENTS & OPPORTUNITIES
FOR NEXT SEASON
» Expect attendance to be 25 – 50% of
the number of signups
» Easy-to-commute-to meeting
locations and parks and an 11 AM
start time makes it easier for people
to attend
» Limiting walks to 25 participants
allows for greater dialog and learning
» Sharing the What to Expect on a
NYMS Mushroom Walk document
with participants prior to walks
will help participants know what to
expect
» Inviting more experts and members
for support facilitates greater learning
and understanding of the club
» Making the information accessible for
15

opportunity to get help with a
research permit
» We are now on excellent terms with
Van Cortlandt Park, who before had
misgivings about club walks in the
park
» We gained an opportunity to go rockclimbing with Young Women Who
Crush
CONCLUSION

beginners, all ages and backgrounds,
as well as providing Spanish
translation and resources makes our
walks more inclusive.
» Targeting specific causes,
communities and partners produces
stronger relationships going beyond
the walk to which we invited the
various organizations
» There is an opportunity to barter
our skills with those of our partner
groups.
KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR
THIS YEAR
» We established a Community
Outreach working group and
experimented with community walks
for non-members
» We started and compiled a
Community Outreach list of
organizations
» We networked with a diverse list of
organizations
» We had community walks in 4
Boroughs: Manhattan, Bronx,
Brooklyn and Queens
» We archived our first Spanish flyer
» We connected with Van Cortlandt
Park’s Senior Ecologist with the
16

Above: Pluteus aurantiorugosus, a rare find
for New York City, found during the walk
with the Van Cortlandt Park Alliance in the
Bronx, photo Blacki Miglozzi; Below: Aleuria
aurantia, from the Van Cortlandt Park
Alliance walk in the Bronx.

We are grateful for those who joined
us for the inaugural community walks
in 2021, and for the important lessons
we gained in community building
and organizing, which we will be sure
to carry into the new season. If you
are interested in joining the NYMS
Community Outreach Initiative, we
invite you to join the working group.
The Community Outreach working
group will act as a container where
members can take action and discuss
ways to expand the club’s tendrils to
help bridge diversity, inclusion, and
accessibility in the city. If you are
interested in joining please reach out
to me directly at sganguly58@gmail.
com. We look forward to growing and
continuing our organizing efforts this
season.

Brian Blomerth’s
Mycelium Wassonii
Release - 12 Nov 2021
by Samvel Max Boyajian
On the third story of an unremarkable
building on Canal Street in Chinatown
there is a small private dining space
for rent. Light colored wood accents, a
poured concrete bar, Edison bulbs, your
run-of-the-mill haute New Americanstyle eatery decor. However, this
particular evening in early November
there were no seared brussels sprouts or
rubbed kale salad. After one was let in by
the besuited security person and walked
up three flights of dirty, fluorescentlit stairs, instead of being greeted by
the smells of hackneyed cuisine upon
entering the space, there was a feast
for the eyes. A giant illustration about
six feet wide directly across from the
entrance caught the eyes immediately.
It was a series of mushrooms and
their common names with watercolor
splashes filling the background. Beneath
that a table with some synth equipment
and a microphone in front of it.
I made it to the right place for the
release of the eagerly anticipated graphic
novel, Brian Blomerth’s Mycelium
Wassonii, a kind of spiritual sequel to his
2019 book Bicycle Day.

My first interaction with Blomerth’s
work was in Best American Comics
2018, a now defunct anthology comic
series in the “Best American” book
line. All of his characters were drawn as
anthropomorphic dogs with particularly
noodly limbs that imbued them with a
fun sense of movement. This is how he
draws all of his characters (hence his
Instagram handle @pupsintrouble),
that is his style and something he is not
going to change. It was beautiful and
weird and silly and dancey. I was a fan.
It wasn’t too long after I discovered
this artist that I found out he was
publishing his first book, Bicycle Day,
and that there would soon be a release
party and “reading” at a coffee/book
shop called Head Hi in Clinton Hill.
I went.
At the coffee shop, after some requisite
pre-show mingling, Blomerth appeared
on mic in front of a projector screen
and gave a page by page commentary
of a chunk of the book. There was a
bizarre buzzy background of electronicsounding noise music. All the while
Blomerth talked about the minutiae of
his heretofore most monumental work,
drawing Albert Hofmann as a dog. I left
that release feeling bubbly and content.
Not just because I drank a bunch of free
beer from the release, but also overjoyed
that something so beautiful and odd
would be so well attended.
Bicycle Day was to be a well researched
documentation of Albert Hofmann’s
synthesis and subsequent accidental
(then purposeful) self-dosing of lysergic
acid diethylamide. It was largely
wordless so “reading” the book ended
up being an inspired replication of a
trip on LSD. This, seemingly, was what
Blomerth was made to do. His art is
already firmly in the hallucinogenic
realm. What was unexpected was the
length and accuracy of the information
in the book. Up until this book all of
Blomerth’s work I had encountered had
been shorter comics. Bicycle Day clocks
in at nearly 200 pages.
The next encounter I had with the
author was at an event called Comic Arts
Brooklyn, a comic book convention of
sorts in the gymnasium at Pratt Institute

organized by the owner-operator of a
magnificently odd comic and art store
called Desert Island in Williamsburg.
Catering to a less superhero centric
crowd, Comic Arts Brooklyn is the art
nerd’s book fair. Fitting that Blomerth
would be in attendance at his publisher’s
booth. I had a brief chat with him upon
buying a poster. He asked what tiny
cute animal he could draw for me as an
autograph. I asked for some mushrooms
instead and he obliged. This sparked a
conversation about entheogens and a
brief chat about Alexander Shulgin, the
creator of MDMA and the 2C series of
drugs. I asked if he’d consider comics
about Shulgin and I departed. I did
not expect that the subject of his next
work would be even closer to my own
interests. His second book was to be
a visual biography of R. Gordon and
Valentina Wasson, the people largely
responsible with piquing the American
public’s interest in “magic” mushrooms.
And so I found myself in the fall
of 2021, impaired by a leg injury,
wandering around Chinatown looking
for the entrance to this venue to attend
the release of Mycelium Wassonii. I found
the door on Canal Street by spotting
the security guard and the smokers out
front. I was attending an event solo and
the only person I “knew” was the author
of the book. So really I didn’t know
anyone. I pulled out a pack of cigarettes
and asked for a light to try to make some
fast friends. I didn’t gather how the folks
outside heard about this comic release,
but I did learn that they were very into
mushrooms and very new to mushrooms
– a thing I learned again and again from
various attendees and staffers of the
event. Everyone in the room seemed to
be fascinated with macrofungi. After the
requisite schmoozing and selling of the
product Blomerth took the mic in front
of a projector screen showing pages of
his new book. Buzzy electronic music
started up and Blomerth got to talking
about the minutiae of his new work. His
sources, the secret mushroom language
he invented for the book, images hidden
within his art.
Mycelium Wassonii follows Valentina
and R. Gordon Wasson from their
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honeymoon picking mushrooms in
the Catskills to their attending sacred
mushroom rituals in Mexico. From R.
Gordon’s mycophobia to joining his wife
as a mycophile. Throughout the entire
graphic novel they depicted as bipedal
dogs. One of Blomerth’s sources was the
writing of Terrence Mckenna and the
book is prefaced by Paul Stamets, so in
addition to the beautiful art it also has a
good mycological pedigree.
Once his commentary was over
Blomerth started signing books and
posters and people mingled. I kept
talking to people who were interested
not so much in comics, but mushrooms.
“Hey, I just got a ton of Hen of the
Woods, how should I cook it?”
“Olive oil, soy sauce, a touch of
balsamic in the oven at 350 for 20-25
minutes then hit that baddy with the
broiler.”
“How do I identify _____
mushroom?”
“Here’s some field guide and website
recommendations.”
I found myself answering question
after question about fungi, giving out
cooking methods, recommending
joining a mushroom club. Pretty basic
stuff, but pertinent information for a
newcomer to mycology/mycophagy. It
seems like after years of being a fringe
interest, fungi are firmly in the zeitgeist.
Like the Wassons, everyone wants to
know what mushrooms are about.
Mycelium Wassonii by Brian Blomerth
is currently available for purchase from
Anthology Editions. An extended
excerpt is available here https://www.
newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/
magic-mushrooms-a-love-story

right: Scene from the
festivities celebrating the
release of the graphic
novel Mycelium Wassonii
by Brian Blomerth, photo:
Samvel Max Boyajian
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New York Mycological Society
Treasurer’s Report
January through December 2021
Opening Balance

30432.55

Revenues
Membership Dues – New
Membership Dues – Renewal
Total Membership Dues
T Shirts

15777.00
1900.00
16817.00
132.25

Revenues
Programs and Events:
Lectures & Workshops
Honorarium & Lecturer Exp
Zoom fees
Consortium Contrib to Zoom
Largent books
Hand Lens Program

17809.25

4550.00
927.95
-2728.02
169.71
136.79

Net Cost of Programs

-3056.43

Expenses
Newsletters & Website
NAMA fees
Office Postage & Supplies
Meetings Exp
Paypal fees
Business Gifts
U-Haul – Gary’s Archive

5854.20
63.60
82.72
8.30
693.82
260.00
89.95

Total Expenses
NET INCOME
Closing Balance
$40,035.60 balance across accounts a/o 2/4/22

-7052.59
7700.23
38,132.78

2022 NYMS Annual
Business Meeting
Saturday, February 5th, 4PM
Minutes of the Meeting
Sigrid Jacob started the meeting at 4:10
PM. 30 participants attended via Zoom.
1.CLUB OFFICER UPDATE
Bill May has taken over from Kay
Spurlock as Treasurer. Paul Sadowski
is retiring from the Secretary position.
Tom Bigelow is now Club Archivist
(as well as Lecture Coordinator)
following Ralph Cox’s passing.
Sigrid welcomed Sneha Ganguly as
Community Outreach Coordinator,
a new position.
2.MEMBERSHIP AND THE NEW
AUTOMATED MEMBERSHIP SYSTEM
Sigrid reported a more than two-fold
increase in our membership numbers.
Elan has created a new automated
onboarding system. He walked us
through the new system. Features
include:
• Each membership will have an
account for a household. Account
holders will have access to new
features.
• Dues will cover a membership for
365 days from the initial sign-up.
3.TREASURER’S REPORT
Bill May reported dues income
of around $17,000.00. Our bank
balance is over $50,00.00. His report
accompanies these minutes (gray box
to the left).
4.LECTURE SERIES
Tom to updated us on the 2022
lectures & online workshops. All our
consortium partners are returning
this year plus 2 more, Toronto &
Washington D.C.
Upcoming speakers are: Sue Van
Hook, Noah Siegel, Sue Hopkins
(Mushroom Dyeing), Rick Kerrigan
(Agaricus), Bob Blanchette, Jacob Polk
(The New Audubon Guide), Elinoar
Shavit (mushrooms in amber) and
Marielle Anzelone.
A DNA Workshop is being planned
and Beginner Class is being
contemplated.
Tapes of our talks are likely to be in
the form of unlisted YouTube videos.

5.WALKS
Dennis Aita briefed the meeting
on walk plans for 2022. We will be
following roughly the same schedule
as last year. A joint walk with CVMS,
no COMA/NYMS Picnic, no Morel
Breakfast nor Morel events this spring.
Roman contributed a suggestion that
our walks have a team leading as a way
of keeping people from getting lost,
etc.
6.SPECIAL EXCURSIONS/WEEKEND
FORAYS
Because of COVID we are not
planning full weekend events.
Mical Moser and Paul Sadowski said
that the NEMF Foray will be held
in September 2022 in Joliette, QC.
The facility is a hotel with maximum
capacity of 175 people.
7.COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Sneha Ganguly updated us on events
that were held during 2021. Sneha
has received many responses to her
outreach efforts.
8.FOOD-RELATED EVENTS
Roman lead a discussion of potential
pandemic-proof food-related events.
Ideas included a cookout in parks and
using Slack to organize small events.
9.DNA SEQUENCING
Potter Palmer reported we have a 20+
samples in the pipeline that is clogged
up. FunDis is out of the sequencing
business.
Sigrid reports on our DNA sequencing
initiative and sequenced species to date.
10.NY STATE MUSHROOM PROPOSAL
Presently, we have a bill before the
Legislature S0839. Mical, Eugenia
Bone and Vicky Tartter are working on
this proposal again. Bone followed up
with her report.
11.SOCIAL MEDIA
Elan discussed taking a team approach
to social media where a series of
preplanned posts could be placed into
the stream on Instagram & Twitter.
12.SCHOLARSHIPS + OTHER WAYS OF
ENCOURAGING EMERGING EXPERTS
Gary Lincoff Scholarship 2022 (foray
or educational materials)
Cathy Cripps Scholarship 2022 (foray
only).
There are a number of candidates for
these scholarships. Please forward your
suggestions to Sigrid.

13.T-SHIRTS
Griffin updated us on 2022 design.
Ethan told the group that the
storefront will be open on the website
for T-shirt and tote purchases.
Griffin said that he was developing
a proposal with Belomo to create a
loupe with our logo on it.
14.WEBSITE
Ethan and Elan updated us on
changes/additions to the club website.
Elan walked us through a shared
screen presentation of the revamped
RESOURCES section of the website.
We may be changing our web host to
smooth out technical issues that arise
on HostRocket.
The Gary Lincoff website has been
cloned to our website as a sub-domain.
15.NEWSLETTER
Ethan reported that the schedule,
attenuated during the COVID crisis,
will be fleshed out to its pre-COVID
quarterly frequency.
16.CLUB ARCHIVE
Tom acquired material from Ralph
Cox for the NYMS archive. It is
voluminous and will require scanning.
17.BOOK AUCTION
Tabled.
18.MISCELLANEOUS
The microscope lending program has
been hampered by equipment failure.
No resolution.
Park Permits: Sigrid is working the
people at Van Cortlandt Park to
obtain a permit to collect there.
19.ELECTIONS
The Society presented a piece of
original spore print art by Gwen
Fabricant to Paul Sadowski in
appreciation for his service to the
Club.
Paul Sadowski nominated a slate
of officers: Sigrid Jakob, President;
Dennis Aita, Vice-President; Bill May,
Treasurer; Elan Trybuch, Secretary.
Seconded by Ethan.
The slate was elected by acclamation
(no objections).
Sigrid adjourned the meeting at 6:17.
Paul Sadowski, Secretary (Ret.) NYMS
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Sigrid Jakob
259 21st Street 3J
Brooklyn NY 11215


NYMS MEMBERSHIP
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Bill May, NYMS Treasurer, 170 Avenue C, apt. 16A
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